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[1] To understand the mechanics and thermodynamics of impacts on, and collisions between, icy planetary bodies, we measured the dynamic strength and shock states in H₂O ice. Here, we expand upon previous analyses and present a complete description of the phases, temperature, entropy, and sound velocity along the ice shock Hugoniot. Derived from shock wave measurements centered at initial temperatures \(T_0\) of 100 K and 263 K, the Hugoniot is composed of five regions: (1) elastic shocks in ice Ih, (2) ice Ih deformation shocks, and shock transformation to (3) ice VI, (4) ice VII, and (5) liquid water. In each region, data obtained at different initial temperatures are described by a single \(U_S - \Delta\mu_p\) shock equation of state. The dynamic strength of ice Ih is strongly dependent on initial temperature, and the Hugoniot Elastic Limit varies from 0.05 to 0.62 GPa, as a function of temperature and peak shock stress. We present new bulk sound velocity measurements and release profiles from shock pressures between 0.4 and 1.2 GPa. We report revised values for the shock pressures required to induce incipient melting (0.6 ± 0.05, 1.6 ± 0.3 GPa) and complete melting (2.5 ± 0.1, 4.1 ± 0.3 GPa) upon isentropic release from the shock state (for \(T_0 = 263, 100\) K). On account of the >40% density increase upon transformation from ice Ih to ices VI and VII, the critical shock pressures required for melting are factors of 2 to 10 lower than earlier predicted. Consequently, hypervelocity impact cratering on planetary surfaces and mutual collisions between porous cometesimals will result in abundant shock-induced melting throughout the solar system.


1. Introduction

[2] The response of rocks and minerals to shock compression governs the outcome of collisions between planetary bodies. The mechanical and thermodynamic work from an impact event may be derived from a material’s shock Hugoniot, which describes the dynamic strength and possible shock-compressed states, as well as the existence and properties of high-pressure phases. The H₂O ice Hugoniot is needed to model collisions onto and between the ice-rich planets and cometesimals in the outer solar system and to interpret a wide range of impact processes, including shock-induced melting and vaporization, cratering mechanics, and mass transfer via accretion, erosion, or catastrophic disruption.

[3] Previous studies of the shock Hugoniot of nonporous ice (Table 1), primarily focused on terrestrial applications and conducted around 263 K [Anderson, 1968; Gaffney, 1973; Larson et al., 1973; Bakanova et al., 1976; Gaffney and Ahrens, 1980; Larson, 1984; Gaffney and Smith, 1994; Davies and Smith, 1994], have had difficulty identifying the onset of shock-induced transformations to high-pressure phases and yielded conflicting explanations of the dynamic yield mechanism [Larson, 1984; Gaffney, 1985]. Although the high-pressure region of the ice Hugoniot (>8 GPa) has been well characterized, the low-pressure region has been difficult to interpret [Gaffney, 1985]. In addition, observation of shock-induced transformation to high-pressure phases under terrestrial conditions has led to questions about the possibility and significance of impact production of ice polymorphs on planetary surfaces [Gaffney and Matson, 1980].

[4] Because ices on the surfaces of icy bodies in the outer solar system exist at temperatures much below 263 K (e.g., around 200 K on Mars to around 40 K on Pluto), we measured the shock properties of the most common low-pressure phase, ice Ih, at an initial temperature of 100 K to derive a new ice Hugoniot that is applicable throughout most of the solar system. Using previously published shock and static data [Stewart and Ahrens, 2003], we present the derivation of the complete shock Hugoniot for H₂O ice and the temperature dependence of the dynamic strength of H₂O ice. The original experiment data records are provided in the auxiliary material¹. Here, we present new calculations for the temperature and entropy along the Hugoniot, including

¹Now at Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.

a detailed examination of the formation and survivability
of high-pressure phases. Release from the shock state is
divided into three regions on the basis of sound velocity
measurements and release profiles, including new measure-
ments at shock pressures between 0.4 and 1.2 GPa. Finally,
we derive revised criteria for shock-induced melting of
H₂O at 100 K and 263 K and discuss the implications of
this work for impact cratering processes in the solar
system.

2. Experiments and Data Analysis

2.1. Experiment Description

[5] Shock wave profiles in ice were directly measured
using the embedded electromagnetic particle velocity
gauge technique [Dremin and Shvedov, 1964; Dremin
and Adadurov, 1964; Petersen et al., 1970]. Each target
(Figure 1), composed of three or four gauges centered
between ice discs held together by a polycarbonate frame,
was hung in the presence of a magnetic field perpendicular to
the long axis of the 40-mm single stage propellant gun in the
Lindhurst Laboratory of Experimental Geophysics. When
subject to an impact, the particle motion from the shock
wave induces a voltage, \( E(t) \), across the gauges, given by

\[ E(t) = HLu_p(t), \]  

which was recorded by 500 MHz digital storage oscillo-
scopes. Here, \( H \) is the magnetic field strength in Tesla, \( L \)
is the gauge length (0.009 m), and \( u_p(t) \) is the Lagrangian
particle velocity in m s⁻¹ as a function of time \( t \).

[6] Ice targets were prepared in the Caltech Cold Lab-
oratory at or below −8°C. The particle velocity gauges
(Dynasen Inc., Goleta, CA) were composed of a loop of
0.5-mil (12.7-μm) thick copper film (9 mm length, 4 mm
width, and 0.5 mm wide leads) between two 1-mil layers
of polyimide. The ice discs were typically 3 mm thick,
50 mm in diameter, and cored perpendicular to the ice Ih
c-axis from a block of transparent solid ice (Carving Ice,
Anaheim, CA). Each disc was polished parallel within
0.1 mm. In most experiments, a gauge was placed on the
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*Elastic shock amplitudes are principal stress; deformation shock amplitudes are pressure.
\( P, \text{ polycrystalline ice sample; } S, \text{ single crystal ice sample.} \)

*Includes revised analysis of data from Larson et al. [1973].
face of the first ice disc and held in place by a 0.7-mm thick polycarbonate disc, which formed the impact surface. On the basis of the longitudinal sound speed in polyimide (2.72 km s$^{-1}$ [Marsh, 1980]), the 2.5-mil (63.5-µm) thick gauges equilibrate with the surrounding ice within about 20 ns, an order of magnitude longer than the time resolution of the oscilloscopes. Hence the resolution of the shock profile is limited by the gauge thickness. Because the rise times of the measured shock fronts were greater than 20 ns, the gauges reacted minimally with the ice shock, avoiding experimental difficulties related to impedance mismatch between the gauge and ice encountered in previous work [e.g., Gaffney, 1973; Gaffney and Smith, 1994; Davies and Smith, 1994].

[1] The target was hung such that the gauges embedded within the ice sample remained within a 2 × 2 × 2 cm volume, nearly uniform magnetic field, for the duration of the experiment. The field was produced by four 0.122 Tesla NdFeB permanent magnets (size 2 × 2 × 1/2 in., Magnet Sales & Mfg. Inc., Culver City, CA), assembled in pairs within a U-shaped steel mount (Figure 1). The target and magnetic field are aligned perpendicular to the barrel axis by reflecting the light from a barrel-aligned laser back to the source, over a 20 m path, producing an alignment within 1 milliradians. Before each experiment, the magnetic field strength was measured using a transverse Hall probe (Magnetic Instrumentation Inc.). The field variation and the scatter in the field measurements, both typically <0.5 milliTesla, resulted in less than 1% uncertainty in particle velocity.

[5] The target was cooled by liquid nitrogen spray within a thermally insulating enclosure (1.27-cm thick PVC foam). Because the ice was not confined by the target assembly, it did not fracture upon cooling. Ice temperature was measured with two embedded Omega chromel-alumel thermocouples. Once the ice was cooled to 100 K or below, the target tank did not fracture upon cooling. Ice temperature was measured with two embedded Omega chromel-alumel thermocouples. Before each experiment, the magnetic field strength remained within about 90–100 K, is included in the auxiliary material.

[6] The velocity of the polycarbonate projectiles (40-mm diameter cylinders, normally >40 mm long) were measured within 1% by the time interval between extinction of three He-Ne laser beams in the projectile path and from a double X-ray exposure of the projectile at a measured time separation [cf. Miller et al., 1991].

2.2. Lagrangian Data Analysis

[10] Lagrangian analysis of the gauge records yields the shock loading and unloading stress-volume paths when the conditions of uniaxial strain are satisfied [Cowperthwaite and Williams, 1971; Fowles and Williams, 1970]. The voltage record was converted to particle velocity by equation (1) and the measured magnitude of the magnetic field. On the basis of conservation of mass and linear momentum,

$$\left(\frac{\partial V}{\partial t}\right)_h = \frac{V_0}{C_m}, \quad (2a)$$

$$\left(\frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial t}\right)_h = \frac{C_0}{V_0}, \quad (2b)$$

where $V$ is the specific volume, $V_0$ is the initial specific volume, $h$ is the Lagrangian coordinate corresponding to the initial position of the gauge, and $\sigma$ is the principal stress under one-dimensional strain. In a steady shock wave, the phase velocities, $C_m$ and $C_0$, are equal ($C_m = C_0$), where

$$C_m = \left(\frac{\partial h}{\partial t}\right)_m, \quad (3a)$$

$$C_0 = \left(\frac{\partial h}{\partial t}\right)_0, \quad (3b)$$

Because shock fronts in ice have multiple-wave structures, however, the phase velocities are not independent of stress [Larson, 1984].

[11] The rise time of the wave at the impact plane is non-zero, so the phase velocity is calculated as a continuous function of $u_p$, using the Lagrangian distance, $h_0$, and travel time, $\Delta t(u_p)_0$, from the impact plane to each embedded gauge, $g$. At each gauge, the phase velocity, $C(u_p)_g$, is given by $h_0/\Delta t(u_p)_g$. Now equations (2a) and (2b) may be integrated to calculate the stress and specific volume as a function of time for each embedded gauge, as shown in Figure 2. The initial specific volume, $V_0$, is taken from the crystal density of ice at the initial temperature [Hobbs, 1974], and the initial pressure is considered negligible.

[12] For each wave in the shock front, subscripted $i$, the Lagrangian shock velocity, $u_{S,i}$, is equal to the phase velocity in that wave front, $C(u_p)_i$. In Lagrangian coordinates, each wave in the shock front travels the same distance, $h_g$. In Eulerian coordinates (the lab frame of reference), the second (and third) wave travels through a pre-compressed medium such that the Eulerian wave velocity is reduced by the compression ratio, $U_{S,i} = (V_i/V_0)U_{S,i}^0$, where $V_i$ is the specific volume of shock state in the $i$th wave and $V_0$ is the initial specific volume. Similarly, the second and third wave travels through a material in motion, and the Lagrangian wave velocity is larger than the Eulerian wave velocity by the particle velocity in the previous wave, $i-1$, such that $U_{S,i} = U_{S,i}^0 + u_{p,i-1}$ (Figure 2b). We calculate the Eulerian shock velocity and increase in particle velocity for each wave in the shock front (e.g., Figure 2a).

[13] For each shock state, the peak particle velocity, stress, and compressed volume is determined by averaging the top of the wave profile (via equations (2a) and (2b)) and the Eulerian velocity is determined by the time of arrival of the foot of the wave. In some cases, the particle velocity at the peak of the intermediate wave continues to rise slowly until the arrival of the main shock and peak values for the precursor state are averaged over this time period. The results are given in Table 2. The tabulated error associated with each measurement is the larger of the scatter in the top of the wave or the formal error propagated throughout the Lagrangian analysis [Bevington and Robinson, 1992]. The measured final state particle velocities were within 2% of the standard impedance-match solution [Ahrens, 1987] derived from the polycarbonate Hugoniot [Marsh, 1980]. Wave profiles and integrated stress-volume paths from each experiment are included in the online auxiliary materials.

[14] For each wave in the shock front, the initial state, subscripted $0$, and final state, subscripted $i$, are related
through the Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) mass, momentum and energy conservation equations \([\text{Rice et al., 1958}], 1958\),

\[
\begin{align*}
up_i - up_0 &= US \left( 1 - \frac{V_i}{V_0} \right), \\
P_i - P_0 &= \frac{US}{V_0} (up_i - up_0), \\
E_i - E_0 &= \frac{1}{2} (P_i + P_0) (V_0 - V_i),
\end{align*}
\]

where \(up\) is the particle velocity, \(US\) is the Eulerian shock velocity, \(P\) is pressure, and \(E\) is the specific internal energy. The tabulated Eulerian shock wave velocity, \(US\), a material property and independent of the motion of the material, is used in the derivation of the Hugoniot.

### 3. Results and Interpretation

#### 3.1. \(US - \Delta up\) Shock Equation of State

[15] The dynamic response of ice Ih is temperature dependent, and multiple-wave shock fronts, which include phase transformation shocks, develop when the peak pressure is less than \(\sim 6\) GPa. Above \(\sim 6\) GPa, shocks in ice propagate as a single wave shock front. To separate the effects of temperature and phase transformations, we consider each wave independently. Figure 3 compares two idealized multiple-wave shock profiles and their corresponding stress-volume loading paths, based on this work and \(\text{Larson [1984]},\) at different initial temperatures with peak shock stress near \(1.6\) GPa. The final wave in both shock fronts is a transformation shock to the ice VI structure (see section 3.7.1), but the amplitude of the leading elastic shock, \(\sigma_E\), is much larger at \(T_0 = 100\) K, with \(\sigma_E = 0.55\) GPa (shot 1047, gauge 2), than at \(263\) K, when \(\sigma_E = 0.17\) GPa (Larson experiment with \(1.62\) GPa peak shock state). In addition, a steady 3-wave shock front develops at \(100\) K, with an intermediate shock in the ice Ih structure, but there is no intermediate shock in the \(263\) K data. Although the final particle velocity, \(S_{up}\), and stress are similar in these two experiments, the loading path and shock front depend significantly on the initial temperature.

[16] Previously, \(US - \Sigma up\) data from different studies were combined to derive the shock Hugoniot [e.g., \(\text{Gaffney, 1985}\)], but the temperature and rate dependent response of ice Ih complicates direct comparison of \(\Sigma up\) with the new data. A rigorous comparison between data sets is made by considering \(US\) and \(\Delta up\) for each wave in the shock front. In this manner, each wave is described by the RH equations (equation (4)) centered in the previous state. For the \(T_0 = 100\) K data in Figure 3, the ice VI transformation shock to the final shock state is centered in the ice Ih shock state; however, for \(T_0 = 263\) K, the ice VI shock to the final state is centered in the elastic shock state.

[17] The new data are combined with previous data to derive the shock Hugoniot, for pressures up to \(51\) GPa. In the multiple-wave region \(\sim 6\) GPa, we include only data that (1) resolve each wave in the shock front to account for the variations in the magnitude of the elastic precursor wave and (2) record steady shock waves in order to derive

---

**Figure 2.** Lagrangian analysis method. (a) Particle velocity traces for all 4 gauges in shot 1043. (b) Lagrangian wave velocity (solid line) and Eulerian wave velocity (dashed line) versus time between gauges 1 and 3 (located at \(h = 7.50\) mm). (c) Stress versus time from equation (2b). (d) Volume versus time from equation (2a).
Hugoniot states. Hence data were not included from experiments that recorded only the first shock arrival [Anderson, 1968; Bakanova et al., 1976; Gaffney and Ahrens, 1980] or recorded unsupported shock waves, where the peak shock stress decayed between gauges [Gaffney, 1973; Larson et al., 1973; Larson, 1984; Gaffney and Smith, 1994; Davies and Smith, 1994]. We include all published data >6 GPa. Data symbols, corresponding to the source study, are defined in Table 1.

Table 2. One Hundred Kelvin Ice Hugoniot Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Shock Feature</th>
<th>( u_{\text{pp}} ) m s(^{-1} )</th>
<th>( u_{\text{T}} ) m s(^{-1} )</th>
<th>( \rho ) kg m(^{-3} )</th>
<th>( P ) GPa and MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I44a</td>
<td>I.P.</td>
<td>127.6 (5.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg. 1</td>
<td>100.7 (0.6)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 1</td>
<td>105.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 2( ^c )</td>
<td>124.8 (3.3)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 1</td>
<td>96.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 2( ^c )</td>
<td>118.5 (2.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 4, 1( ^c )</td>
<td>78.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 4, 2( ^c )</td>
<td>102.5 (1.6)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>154.9 (5.0)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I45</td>
<td>Avg. 1</td>
<td>115.3 (1.4)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 1</td>
<td>115.3 (1.4)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 2( ^c )</td>
<td>151.3 (3.2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 1</td>
<td>75.8 (0.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 2( ^c )</td>
<td>135.7 (0.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 4, 1( ^c )</td>
<td>91.9 (1.4)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 4, 2( ^c )</td>
<td>131.5 (0.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>365.8 (2.6)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I046</td>
<td>Avg. 1</td>
<td>114.4 (1.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 1</td>
<td>120.9 (2.3)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 2</td>
<td>276.2 (1.6)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 1</td>
<td>107.9 (2.5)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 2</td>
<td>258.5 (1.2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>701.0 (2.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I047</td>
<td>Avg. 1</td>
<td>155.1 (1.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 1</td>
<td>120.9 (2.3)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 2</td>
<td>276.2 (1.6)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 1</td>
<td>107.9 (2.5)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 2</td>
<td>258.5 (1.2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>911.2 (4.8)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I043</td>
<td>Avg. 1</td>
<td>145.6 (2.2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 1</td>
<td>359.4 (1.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 2</td>
<td>882.7 (4.2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 1</td>
<td>164.2 (2.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 2</td>
<td>378.7 (2.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 3</td>
<td>695.9 (8.6)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 4</td>
<td>146.1 (2.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>911.2 (4.8)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I045</td>
<td>Avg. 1</td>
<td>135.1 (1.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 1</td>
<td>120.9 (2.3)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 2, 2</td>
<td>276.2 (1.6)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 1</td>
<td>107.9 (2.5)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 3, 2</td>
<td>258.5 (1.2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>911.2 (4.8)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>145.6 (2.2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>359.4 (1.9)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>882.7 (4.2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>164.2 (2.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>378.7 (2.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>695.9 (8.6)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>146.1 (2.7)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \)Impact plane (I.P.) entry records peak particle velocity at ice-polycarbonate buffer interface. \( G \# \# \) denotes gauge, numbered 1, 2, etc., from impact plane and wave number in shock front, respectively. Average values recommended for denoted wave feature by combining all reliable gauge records.

\( ^b \)Initial temperature 69 K.

\( ^c \)Indicates that this datum should be considered unreliable (usually shock front is partially attenuated). Refer to auxiliary material for each shot.

By combining 100 K (low-temperature) and 263 K (temperate) \( U_s - \Delta u_p \) data, we define five regions on the ice Hugoniot that correspond to different shock processes (Figure 4): (1) elastic shocks, (2) deformation shocks in the initial ice Ih structure, and transformation shocks to (3) ice VI, (4) ice VII and (5) liquid water [Stewart and Ahrens, 2003]. The coefficients for the shock equation of state (EOS), least squares linear fits to each segment, are given in Table 3. Linear \( U_s - \Delta u_p \) fits are justified by the negligible

Table 3. Statistical data for the shock equation of state (EOS), least squares linear fits to each segment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Slope ( k ) GPa(^{-1} )</th>
<th>Intercept ( b ) GPa</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformation</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice VI</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice VII</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Idealized ~1.6 GPa shock profiles in solid ice comparing this work ($T_0 = 100$ K, solid lines) to Larson [1984] ($T_0 = 263$ K, dashed lines). (a) Multiple-wave shock front profiles 5 mm from impact plane. Full compression is achieved by two or three discrete shock jumps. (b) Compression curves corresponding to shock profiles in Figure 3a.

Figure 4. H$_2$O ice $U_S - \Delta u_p$ shock equation of state divided into five regions: (1) elastic shocks, (2) deformation shocks in ice Ih, and transformation shocks to (3) ice VI, (4) ice VII, and (5) liquid water [from Stewart and Ahrens, 2003]. Symbols correspond to different data sources (Table 1); inset shows all previous ice data.
The response of ice Ih to shock is strongly dependent on the initial temperature. First, the mean amplitude of all the elastic shocks (region 1) in low-temperature ice (0.47 ± 0.09 GPa) is 2.5 times larger than in temperate ice (0.19 ± 0.05 GPa). Second, in low-temperature ice, steady ice Ih deformation shocks (region 2) develop as an intermediate state in the shock front between the elastic wave and the transformation wave to ice VI (e.g., Figure 3). In temperate ice, however, no intermediate steady ice Ih shocks were observed, and Larson [1984] reported two-wave shock fronts in all 263 K experiments, with peak shock stress spanning 0.26–3.56 GPa.

The $U_S - \Delta u_p$ EOS for shock-induced solid-solid phase transformations (regions 3 and 4), however, are independent of initial temperature over the range 100–263 K. By considering $\Delta u_p$ instead of $\Sigma u_p$, the temperature dependent response of the initial ice Ih phase is removed from these regions of the shock EOS. At pressures above 6 GPa ($\Sigma u_p > 1590$ m s$^{-1}$, region 5), the shock velocities are greater than the longitudinal wave speed, and the elastic precursor is overdriven, forming a single-wave shock front.

For comparison to the new $U_S - \Delta u_p$ EOS, all the published ice Hugoniot data are plotted as $U_S - \Sigma u_p$ in the Figure 4 inset (elastic shocks are omitted). Note the considerable scatter in the <6 GPa data ($\Sigma u_p < 1590$ m s$^{-1}$) compared to the >6 GPa data. We attribute the scatter to the inclusion of decaying shock waves and variation in the amplitude of the elastic shock precursor. In the range 150 < $\Sigma u_p < 2000$ m s$^{-1}$ (inset, regions 3 and 4), the shock velocities in the 100 K data (**) are systematically slower than the 263 K data because the large-amplitude elastic shocks and intermediate ice Ih shocks reduce the amplitude (and the corresponding shock velocity) of the final phase transformation shock wave compared to the temperate ice data.

### 3.2. $P-V$ Hugoniot

The shock data may be transformed from $U_S - \Delta u_p$ to stress-volume ($\sigma - V$) using the RH equations (equation (4)). In Figure 5, the 100 K (solid line) and 263 K (dashed line) Hugoniots are constructed in segments.
corresponding to each type of shock wave: elastic shock, ice Ih shock, and transformation shocks to ice VI, VII, and liquid. The Hugoniots are centered \( V_0 = 1.089 \) and 1.073 cm³ g⁻¹ at 263 and 100 K, respectively [Hobbs, 1974; Röttger et al., 1994]. The locus of elastic shocks, region 1, is calculated using the elastic \( U_S - \Delta \mu_p \) EOS (Table 3) and \( V_0 \).

[23] On the 100 K Hugoniot, the next region, ice Ih deformation shocks, is obtained with the ice Ih \( U_S - \Delta \mu_p \) EOS using the 100 K mean elastic precursor shock (1.03 cm³ g⁻¹ and 0.47 GPa, in Figure 5) as the initial state. The maximum ice Ih shock has an amplitude of 1.16 GPa. Impact stresses reaching the next region, ice VI, produce three-wave shock fronts, and in our experiments, the amplitude of the intermediate ice Ih shock varies with the peak shock stress (see section 3.7.1). Hence the initial state for the ice VI region is variable (shown as the segments labeled A and B in Figure 5). The ice VII region begins above 2.2 GPa, where the mean elastic precursor is used as the initial state for application of the \( U_S - \Delta \mu_p \) EOS. Note that the same \( U_S - \Delta \mu_p \) EOS (Table 3) is used to calculate the ice VI region on both the 100 K and 263 K Hugoniots in Figure 5.

The offset between the Hugoniots in this region arises from the different initial state used in application of equation (4).

[26] On both the low-temperature and temperate Hugoniots, shocks to the liquid water (≥6 GPa) overdrive the elastic shock precursor. This region on the Hugoniot (Figure 5, inset) is calculated with the liquid water \( U_S - \Delta \mu_p \) EOS using the zero-pressure volume as the initial state (off scale of inset). The experimental technique used in this study did not reach shock pressures above 6 GPa, and no other low-temperature data in this pressure range are available. The 100 K Hugoniot is derived assuming that the liquid water \( U_S - \Delta \mu_p \) EOS is independent of initial temperature, as is the case in the ice VI and VII segments.

### 3.3. Elastic Shock Precursors

[27] We find that the amplitude of the elastic shock stress is very sensitive to the initial temperature, as seen in the offset in \( \Delta \mu_p \) between the low-temperature (■) and temperate (open symbols) data in Figure 4. The amplitude of the elastic shock in ice at \( T_0 \sim 263 \) K lies between 0.05 and 0.30 GPa, whereas the elastic shocks in \( T_0 \sim 100 \) K ice reach values between 0.35 and 0.61 GPa (Table 1). Although commonly referred to as the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL), implying a single value, the amplitude of the elastic shock wave in ice varies by a factor of six in the available data.

[28] In addition to temperature, the elastic shock amplitude is also correlated with the peak shock pressure, as previously observed by Larson [1984]. In Figure 6, the dependence of the elastic precursor amplitude \( \sigma_E \) on the peak shock stress \( \sigma_S \) is fit by linear segments:

\[
\sigma_E = 0.398 (\pm 0.029) + 0.039 (\pm 0.012) \sigma_S, \text{ at } T \sim 100 \text{ K}
\]
\[
0.161 (\pm 0.010) + 0.035 (\pm 0.007) \sigma_S, \text{ at } T \sim 263 \text{ K.}
\]

Linear fits provide a good approximation of the peak shock stress dependence, although there is some indication,
especially in the low-temperature data, that the amplitude of the elastic precursor approaches a limit of 0.53 \pm 0.05 GPa for $T_0/C_2 = 100$ K and only 0.25 \pm 0.04 GPa for $T_0/C_2 = 263$ K. A similar peak shock pressure correlation is observed in SiO$_2$, where the elastic precursor amplitude is also dependent on the crystal orientation [Fowles, 1967]. However, Larson [1984] did not observe any dependence of the elastic precursor or the final shock state on the crystal axis orientation. Therefore we infer that the ice Ih HEL is much more sensitive to temperature than crystal orientation.

The elastic shock wave propagates at the longitudinal sound speed, $c_L$. As Larson [1984] did not detect changes in sound speed at different crystal orientations, we use isotropic values for the elastic moduli. The temperature (at zero pressure) and pressure dependence (at 237.5 K) of the elastic constants were measured by Gagnon et al. [1988] and averaged for isotropic ice [Voigt, 1928; Simmons and Wang, 1971]. In the 100 K experiments, elastic precursor wave velocities are systematically lower than ideal isotropic ice by about 0.2 km s$^{-1}$, with an average wave velocity of 3.65 \pm 0.14 km s$^{-1}$ at 263 K and 3.76 \pm 0.16 km s$^{-1}$ at 100 K. We speculate that the offset may be a result of imperfections in the preparation of the ice samples, such as trace porosity (e.g., bubbles or cracks). Furthermore, the elastic wave velocities measured in samples prepared within a given study have a wide range of scatter, attesting to the difficulty in making identical ice samples.

The dynamic yield strength (under uniaxial strain) is about $10^2$ times the static compressive strength (under uniaxial stress) [e.g., Hawkes and Mellor, 1972]. Increasing compressive and tensile strength with increasing strain rate is well established [Hawkes and Mellor, 1972; Lange and Ahrens, 1983; Stewart and Ahrens, 1999], and the strain rates in the shock experiments, at $10^3 - 10^4$ s$^{-1}$ are much higher than the static experiments, at $10^{-7} - 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$. As a result, the elastic shock states fall significantly outside the equilibrium stability field of ice Ih, shown in Figure 7.

Both the static and dynamic strength are strongly dependent on temperature and strain rate [e.g., Durham et al., 1998; Durham and Stern, 2001]. Under shock, the peak stress (Figure 6) is a proxy for strain rate [Swegle and Grady, 1985]. Hence, for shock pressures just above the dynamic yield stress (up to about 2 GPa), the dynamic strength of ice has a noticeable dependence on strain rate, and with increasing shock pressure, the yield strength seems to reach a plateau determined the the dynamic yield limit for the initial temperature. More data are needed to clarify the dependence of dynamic strength on temperature and strain rate.

In Figure 7, the elastic shock stress, $\sigma_1$, has been reduced to pressure, $P$, by

$$P = \frac{(\sigma_1 + 2\sigma_2)}{3} = \frac{1}{3} \frac{1 + \nu}{1 - \nu} \sigma_1,$$

where the perpendicular stresses are $\sigma_2 = \sigma_3 = \nu \sigma_1/(1 - \nu)$ under uniaxial strain, and $\nu = 0.325$ is Poisson’s ratio in ice Ih [Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999] (the small dependence of $\nu$ on temperature is neglected). Because elastic shock compression is essentially isothermal, the pressure of the elastic shock states ($\times$) are plotted against the initial temperature in Figure 7.

By comparing the elastic shock stress to the static phase diagram, Larson [1984] suggested that the maximum amplitude was controlled by the onset of melting; however, more recent work has shown that brittle failure is more
likely. Gaffney [1985] argued that the energy deposited in elastic shocks is insufficient to initialize melting (see his Figure 9), and Arakawa et al. [2000] directly imaged a brittle failure wave generated by a decaying shock wave (from about 10 GPa to 0.03 GPa) in a solid ice block at 263 K. Arakawa et al. [2000] also recovered an ice sample shocked to just above the HEL (0.3 GPa) and observed dense shear cracks spaced at 100’s μm. The interpretation that brittle failure controls the maximum elastic shock stress is supported by both the strength dependance on temperature and strain rate and the location of the HEL states in the ice phase diagram.

[34] The mechanism for brittle failure in a shock may be related to transformational faulting in the shear bands. Durham et al. [1983, 1998] found that, under confined conditions at 77 K, ice Ih fails from stress interactions with microinclusions of ice II and that the maximum differential stress at failure is nearly constant at 0.165 GPa above confining pressures of 50 MPa. Materials subject to shock support shear stress until failure at the HEL. The shear stress, τ, is given by τ = (σ1 − σ2)/2, where τ = 0.26τ1 in ice under uniaxial strain. The elastic precursor amplitude appears to approach a limiting value with increasing shock stress (Figure 6), where the limiting shear stress under shock (τ = 0.26 max(σE) = 0.14 GPa, Figure 7, right vertical axis) is larger than in static experiments (0.0825 GPa [Durham et al., 1998]) because of the higher strain rate. At 263 K, the brittle failure mechanism may also be transformational faulting, with liquid water microinclusions in shear zones rather than ice II, as suggested by Kato et al. [2001].

[35] Next, we compare the elastic shock data to the principal isotherm, derived from the shock EOS, extended beyond the ice Ih stability field. In Figure 8, principal stresses in elastic shocks (■ and open symbols) are reduced to pressure (×) using equation (6) and compared to 100 and 263 K isotherms (solid lines), given by the Murnaghan equation [Murnaghan, 1944; Jeanloz, 1989],

\[ P_T = \frac{K_{T0}}{K_T} \left( \frac{V_0}{V} \right)^{K_T} - 1 \]  

The isothermal bulk modulus at zero pressure \( K_{T0} \) is derived from the intercept in the elastic \( U_S - \Delta u_p \) EOS, which defines the mean longitudinal wave speed, \( c_l = 3610 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), and the intercept of the ice Ih deformation shock EOS (region 2) is fixed at the mean bulk wave speed, \( c_b = 3000 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) [Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999]. The scatter in measurements of the bulk wave speed is about 100 m s\(^{-1}\). The inferred bulk moduli are 8.4 and 8.3 GPa at 100 and 263 K, respectively.

[36] The first derivative of the isothermal bulk modulus, \( K_T' \), can be derived from the ice Ih deformation shock states using \( K_T' \simeq 4s - 1 \) [e.g., Ruoff, 1967; Jeanloz, 1989], where \( s \) is the slope of the linear \( U_S - \Delta u_p \) fit. \( K_T' \) is 3.0±3.0 for \( s = 1.00 \pm 0.8 \) (Table 3, region 2). Because the shock data in the ice Ih phase covers a small range of pressures, \( K_{T0} \) and \( K_T' \) are not strongly constrained. However, the inferred values for \( K_{T0} \) and \( K_T' \) (Table 4), derived here under uniaxial strain conditions, are in good agreement with static values [Hobbs, 1974; Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999].

### 3.4. Ice Ih Shocks

[37] The low-temperature shock experiments recorded the first observed steady deformational shock waves in the ice
Table 4. Parameters Used to Construct Reference Isotherms and Reference Isentropes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>( \rho_0 ) g cm(^{-3} )</th>
<th>( K_{00} ) GPa</th>
<th>( K' ) d( K'/dP )</th>
<th>( T_{00} ) K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ih(^a)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vi</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vi(^b)</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \)For reference isotherms, see equation (25); for reference isentropes, see section 3.5. \( K_{00} \sim K_0 \) and d\( K'/dP \sim dK'/dP \) [Sotin et al., 1998].

\( ^b \)\( K' \) derived from shock data.

\( ^c \)\( K' \) from Tulk et al. [1997].

\( ^d \)\( K' \) from Frank et al. [2004].

Ih structure. The ice Ih shocks are observed as the second wave in three-wave shock fronts, composed of an elastic shock precursor, deformation shock in the ice Ih structure, and transformation shock to ice VI (refer to auxiliary material, shots 1043, 1046, and 1047, and Figure 2a). The amplitude of the intermediate ice Ih shock appears to be dependent on the peak shock stress up to a limiting pressure of 1.16 ± 0.02 GPa. At this point a cusp forms on the iron Hugoniot, derived from three-wave shock profiles corresponding to the HEL, \( \alpha \) deformation shock, and \( \alpha \rightarrow \epsilon \) transformation shock [Minshall, 1955; Bancroft et al., 1956; Loree et al., 1965].

[38] In our experiments with peak stresses in the range 0.4–0.5 GPa, steady ice Ih shock waves do not develop. The elastic precursor is followed by a decaying ice Ih deformation wave. Previous 263 K experiments also record decaying ice Ih shock waves (e.g., Figure 4 in Larson [1984] with peak stress of 0.295 GPa). Larson’s decaying shock wave profiles are in good agreement with more recent shock attenuation experiments below 1 GPa conducted at an initial temperature of 255 K [Kato et al., 2001]. At 100 K, we infer that steady ice Ih deformation shock Hugoniot measurements are possible only when the shock wave is supported by a subsequent transformation wave to ice VI. The ice Ih deformation shock region on the 100 K ice Hugoniot is bounded by the mean HEL (0.47 GPa) and the ice Ih deformation shock cusp at 1.16 GPa (Figure 8). At 263 K, the region is bound by the mean HEL (0.18 GPa) and the onset of transformation to ice VI at stresses above 0.6 GPa.

[39] Upon being shocked above the HEL, many minerals fail in a brittle manner and respond hydrodynamically. As in SiO\(_2\) and other minerals, the 100 K ice Ih deformational shock states approach the hydrodynamic isotherm with increasing pressure (\( \star \), Figure 8). Hence, in the phase transformation regions of the Hugoniot (regions 2–5, above 1.16 GPa), we infer that the ice behaves hydrodynamically and the amplitude of the shock stress is equal to the hydrostatic pressure (also see section 3.8).

[40] The difficulty in development of a steady ice Ih deformation shock may be exacerbated by the failure mechanism in the elastic shock. At shock pressures just above the elastic limit, the shock wave propagates at an initial velocity less than the bulk sound speed in ice (subsonically). In the present and previous studies, ice Ih deformation shocks, steady and non-steady, display relatively long rise times in the shock fronts (see auxiliary material). The same phenomena is observed in AlN, where just above the HEL, the shock velocity is subsonic and the wave profile is plastic [Mashimo et al., 1999; Rosenberg et al., 1991]. Mashimo et al. [1999] note that slip systems along macroscopic cracks may control brittle failure in AlN. If the failure mode increases heterogeneity in the material (e.g., by transformation faulting in shear bands), the low-amplitude shock following the elastic precursor will encounter scattering shear bands that increase the shock front rise time with propagation, resulting in decay of the shock amplitude and velocity.

[41] All ice Ih deformational shocks, steady and non-steady, achieve \( P \rightarrow V \) states well beyond the ice Ih stability field (Figure 7). If the loss of shear strength is complete, ice Ih shock states fall within the liquid field when \( T_{00} \sim 263 \) K (not shown) and the ice VI field when \( T_{00} \sim 100 \) K (\( \star \)). Hence ice Ih deformation shocks are not in thermodynamic equilibrium because of residual strength (see section 3.8).

3.5. Shock Temperatures

[42] Temperatures achieved along the 100 K and 263 K Hugoniots are shown in the \( P \rightarrow T \) phase diagram (Figure 9). Areas corresponding to the five \( U_r \rightarrow \Delta \mu \), EOS regions on the Hugoniot are shown as hatched and dotted areas. The stable crystalline phases (Ih-X) and liquid water are labeled in the inset \( P \rightarrow T \) phase diagram for reference.

[43] Temperatures in the elastic shock and ice Ih deformation shock regions (1 & 2) on the ice Hugoniots remain near the initial temperature. Elastic shocks drive ice Ih out of its stability field, and the close agreement between the elastic shock states and hydrostatic isotherms indicates that the temperature increase is negligible. Similarly, because the ice Ih deformation shock states fall within uncertainty on the extrapolated 100 K isotherm at the 1.16 GPa cusp in Figure 8, the Hugoniot temperature in region 2 is assumed to be the initial temperature.

[44] At higher shock pressures, the large volume change associated with phase transformations results in rapid increase in temperature along the Hugoniot. Temperatures in hydrodynamic shock states, in regions 3 and above, are calculated by balancing the energy deposited by the shock upon compression to volume, \( V \), with the sum of (i) the internal energy on a reference isentrope at \( V \), (ii) a heating term at \( V \) from the isentrope to the Hugoniot, and (iii) the zero pressure energy difference between the Hugoniot and the reference isentrope. For simple systems without phase changes, the reference curve is usually centered at the same \( P \rightarrow V \rightarrow T \) point as the Hugoniot [e.g., Meyers, 1994, chap. 4].

[45] For H\(_2\)O ice Hugoniots, the reference curve is matched to the phase in the shocked state, as illustrated by the points labeled \( A \rightarrow D \) in Figure 10. In this example, a shock in the ice VII region of the Hugoniot is referenced to an ice VII isentrope at the same initial temperature. Equating the energy, \( E \), along the two \( P \rightarrow V \) paths from point \( A \) to \( B \), gives

\[
E_{AB} = E_{AD} + E_{DC} + E_{CB}
\]

where \( c_v \) is the specific heat capacity at constant volume of the phase in the shocked state and \( P_S \) is the reference isentrope. When \( c_v \) can be considered a constant, the shock
temperature, $T_h$, at point $(P_h, V)$ is given in a general form as

$$T_h(V) = 0.5 P_h(V - V_{oh})/c_v - (E_{oh} - E_{oh})/c_v - \frac{1}{c_v} \int_{V_{oh}}^{V} P_s \, dV + T_S,$$

where subscripts $H$ and $S$ denote the Hugoniot and reference isentrope, respectively, and subscript $0$ refers to the initial zero-pressure state. $T_S$ denotes the temperature on the reference isentrope at $V_i$ given by the integral along the isentrope

$$T_S(V) = T_0 \exp \left( - \int_{V_0}^{V} \gamma \, dV \right),$$

where $\gamma$ is the Mie-Grüneisen parameter of the phase in the shocked state.

**Figure 9.** $H_2O$ phase diagram with 100 K and 263 K ice Hugoniots and 298 K liquid water Hugoniot. Note pressure scale is logarithmic for detail in low-pressure phases and inset shows expanded phase diagram. The pressure-temperature ranges of the 5 ice Hugoniot regions (Table 3) are noted by dotted and dashed areas. Two loci (A and B) are shown on the 100 K Hugoniot.

**Figure 10.** 100 K and 263 K ice Hugoniots (black lines) with reference curves for shock temperature calculations: 293 K liquid water, ice VI, and ice VII isentropes (gray lines). Locus B shown for the 100 K Hugoniot. High-pressure region referenced to liquid water isentrope (inset).
The zero pressure energy difference, $\Delta E_0 = E_{0S} - E_{0H}$, is calculated from the entropy offset, $\Delta S_0$, between the base of the Hugoniot and the isentrope by

$$\Delta E_0 = T_0 \Delta S_0. \quad (11)$$

Values for $\Delta E_0$ are given in Table 5. $\Delta S_0$ is calculated from $c_p$, the heat capacity at constant pressure, for each phase, $c_v$ and $c_p$ have not been measured for ices VI and VII over most of the temperature and pressure range of interest here. Where measurements are available, the ratio $K_S/K_T = c_p/c_v$ is approximately one (within 3% [Sotin et al., 1998]), and we assume $c_p = c_v$ for ices VI and VII.

To calculate the shock temperatures in the ice VI and VII regions, isentropes based at the same initial temperature, $T_0$, as the Hugoniot are used as the reference curves. Because $K_S \sim K_T$, the isentropes are derived using the method described in sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 for calculating isothersms for each phase.

The heat capacity of ice Ih, $c_{p,Ih}$, is taken from Giauque and Stout [1936] and Haidt et al. [1974]. Because of the lack of direct measurements at low temperatures, we use the same heat capacity for ice VI as ice Ih, which provides good agreement with the entropy of the ice VI phase boundary (section 3.6). We fit the ice Ih heat capacity data with a 6th order polynomial that extrapolates the data linearly to 500 K for the shock temperature calculations, given by

$$c_{p,Ih} = -47.9 + 9.59T + 0.01257T^2 - 2.78 \times 10^{-4}T^3$$
$$+ 1.35 \times 10^{-6}T^4 - 2.65 \times 10^{-9}T^5 + 1.86 \times 10^{-12}T^6,$$

in J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, with $T$ in K. The root mean square difference between the fit and the data is less than 20 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$. The ice VII heat capacity is calculated using the Debye function, where

$$c_{v,VI} = c_{max} D\left(\frac{T_D}{T}\right), \quad (13)$$

$c_{max}$ is the high-temperature limiting value, $T_D$ is the Debye temperature, and $D(T_D/T)$ is the normalized third order Debye function,

$$D\left(\frac{T_D}{T}\right) = \frac{3}{(T_D/T)^3} \int_0^{T_D/T} x e^x \left(e^x - 1\right)^{-3} dx. \quad (14)$$

For ice VII, the two parameters, $c_{max} = 4600$ J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ and $T_D = 850$ K, are constrained by the fitted heat capacity between 300–700 K from Fei et al. [1993] and the entropy at the phase boundary. Note that the high-temperature limit for ice VII exceeds the Dulong-Petit limit, and $T_D$ is an empirical fit as ice is not well described by a single Debye temperature [cf. Hobbs, 1974].

As $K_S \sim K_T$, the temperature increase on the reference isentropes of ices VI and VII is negligible (equation (10)). On the basis of the thermodynamic relation, $\gamma = \alpha K_T/V_c$, where $\alpha$ is the volume coefficient of thermal expansion (given in section 3.7.1), the temperature change is less than 10 K.

In Figure 9, the shock temperature calculations include the average HEL and ice Ih deformation shocks (labeled symbols in Figure 10) in the calculation of the energy in the final shock state, which is derived by multiple applications of $0.5(P_i + P_f)(V_i - V_f)$. Note that shock temperatures are calculated along both locus A and B in the ice VI region on the 100 K Hugoniot (see section 3.7.1).

For $T_0 = 100$ K, the intermediate ice Ih shock state lies above a simple Rayleigh line connecting the initial and final shock states in the ice VI field, resulting in the rapid increase in temperature along the Hugoniot (region 3, Figure 9). Shock temperatures lie below the melting curve for shock pressures below 5.5 GPa (regions 1–4). In region 5, the latent heat of melting buffers the temperature until shock pressures above 9.2 GPa are achieved and the Hugoniot enters the liquid water field.

For $T_0 = 263$ K, all shock temperatures in regions 3 and 4 lie on the melting curve, where the shock state is a mixture of liquid water and a high-pressure phase of ice. When the temperature on the ice Hugoniot is buffered by melting, the shock temperature is equal to the equilibrium boundary temperature. The temperature, $T_b$, at pressure, $P_b$, along the melting curve, is given by

$$P_b = P_{b,0} + c_1 \left(\frac{T_b}{T_{b,0}}\right)^c - 1, \quad (15)$$

where $P_{b,0}$, $T_{b,0}$, $c_1$, and $c_2$ are constants fit to experimental data, given in Table 6 [Sotin et al., 1998; Frank et al., 2004].

Above 9.2 and 6.7 GPa for $T_0 = 100$ and 263 K respectively, the latent heat of melting is overcome and the ice Hugoniot crosses into the liquid water stability field. At these pressures, the reference curve is the liquid water isentrope based at 293 K (Figure 10 inset) rather than a solid ice isentrope. Pressure and energy along the liquid water isentrope, $P_b$ and $E_b$, are calculated iteratively from the pressure and energy on the 293 K liquid water Hugoniot, $P_H$ and $E_H$.

### Table 5. Parameters Used to Calculate Shock Temperatures and Entropies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_0$, K</th>
<th>Hugoniot Region</th>
<th>$\Delta E_{0}\text{, kJ/kg}$</th>
<th>$P_{S1}\text{, GPa}$</th>
<th>$T_{S1}$, K</th>
<th>$S_{x,1}\text{, J/(kg K)}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3 – VI (A)</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3 – VI (B)</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4 – VII</td>
<td>-65.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>2401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5 – VII-L</td>
<td>-65.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>2031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5 – L</td>
<td>670.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>3792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>3 – VI</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>2530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>4 – VII</td>
<td>-106.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>3238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>5 – VII-L</td>
<td>-106.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>2967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>5 – L</td>
<td>433.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>3792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. $P – T$ Phase Boundary Constants Used in Equation (15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase Boundary</th>
<th>$P_{b,0}$, MPa</th>
<th>$T_{b,0}$, K</th>
<th>$c_1$, MPa</th>
<th>$c_2$, –</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L – Ih$^a$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>273.16</td>
<td>-395.2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L – VI$^b$</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>273.31</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L – VII$^b$</td>
<td>2170</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Sotin et al. [1998].
$^b$Frank et al. [2004].
and $E_H$ respectively, following the method of McQueen [1991]:

$$
P_I = \frac{P_H - (\gamma/V)(E_H - E_{i-1} + P_{i-1}\Delta V/2)}{1 + (\gamma/V)(\Delta V/2)},$$

$$E_i = E_{i-1} - (P_i + P_{i-1})(\Delta V/2),$$

where $\Delta V = V_i - V_{i-1}$ and $\gamma$ is the liquid water Mie-Grüneisen parameter. The liquid water Hugoniot data [Lawton and Skidmore, 1955; Skidmore and Morris, 1962; Ahrens and Ruderman, 1966; Bakanova et al., 1976; Marsh, 1980; Volkov et al., 1984; Nagayama et al., 2002] are best fit by the formulation of Woolfolk et al. [1973],

$$U_S = c_0 a_0 + c_0 (1 - a_0) \exp(-(a_1 u_p/c_0) + a_2 u_p),$$

where $c_0 = 1480$ m s$^{-1}$ is the zero pressure sound velocity, and $V_0 = 1.0017695 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^3$ kg$^{-1}$ at 293 K [Dorsey, 1940]. The $a$ coefficients are found by least squares fit to be $a_0 = 2.3822$ ($\pm 0.0013$), $a_1 = 0.78311$ ($\pm 0.0083$), and $a_2 = 1.13443$ ($\pm 0.0025$) for $u_p < 8710$ m s$^{-1}$ (114 GPa). We derive the liquid water $\gamma$ from double shock measurements and porous ice shock data (S. T. Stewart and T. J. Ahrens, Collaborations between porous ice bodies in the solar system, manuscript in preparation, 2005), where a least squares fit to the standard formulation of

$$\gamma = \gamma_0 (V/V_0)^q$$

gives $\gamma_0 = 0.85 \pm 0.12$ and $q = 0.21 \pm 0.17$.

The zero-pressure energy difference between the ice Hugoniot and the liquid water reference isentrope is given by

$$\Delta E_0 = \int_{T_0}^{273} c_{p,\text{H}} dT + L + \int_{273}^{E_0} c_{p,\text{liquid}} dT,$$

where $T_0 = 293$ K is the base temperature on the reference isentrope and the latent heat of melting ice $L$, is 333.5 kJ kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ [Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999]. The heat capacity of liquid water, $c_{p,\text{liquid}}$, is taken from the tabulated values at 1 bar [Wagner and Pruss, 2002]. The calculated values for $\Delta E_0$ are given in Table 5.

There are no shock temperature measurements on the liquid water Hugoniot at pressures below 30 GPa (corresponding to 2000 K). The heat capacity of liquid water is not constant up to pressures of 1 GPa [Wagner and Pruss, 2002], and measurements are not available over the pressure and temperature range required for equation (8b). Therefore, in Figure 9, the liquid water shock temperatures, $T_{H,\text{liquid}}$ (in K), are interpolated between low-pressure calculations [Snay and Rosenbaum, 1952] and data (between 30 and 80 GPa [Kormer, 1968; Lyzenza et al., 1982]) as a function of shock pressure (in GPa) by

$$T_{H,\text{liquid}}(P) = 293(\pm 5) + 42.4(\pm 4.2)P + 0.64(\pm 0.4)P^2 - 8(\pm 11) \times 10^{-3}P^3 + 4.0(\pm 8.5) \times 10^{-5}P^4.$$

In Figure 9, the liquid water Hugoniot intersects the phase boundary between 3 and 4 GPa but does not enter the ice VII field, in agreement with Rice and Walsh [1957] and Dolan [2003].

Here, we use the shock temperature data for liquid water to solve for $c_{V,\text{liquid}}$ as a function of temperature. From equation (9), $c_{V,\text{liquid}}$ rises linearly from 3535 to 4025 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ between 2000 and 5270 K (30 and 80 GPa on the liquid water Hugoniot). Below 2000 K, we adopt a constant $c_{V,\text{liquid}} = 3420 \pm 60$ J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, inferred from the interpolated shock temperatures (equations (21) and (9)). This average value also agrees well with the extrapolation of the heat capacity values, derived from the shock temperature data, below 2000 K. On the 293 K liquid water Hugoniot between 7–30 GPa, the mean absolute difference between the interpolated shock temperatures and calculations based on a constant $c_{V,\text{liquid}}$ is only 11 K. The constant value of $c_{V,\text{liquid}}$ is used to calculate the shock temperatures in the liquid water region on the ice Hugoniots.

The calculated ice Hugoniot temperatures in the liquid region intersect the ice VII melting curve at 6.7 GPa (556 K) for $T_0 = 263$ K and 9.2 GPa (607 K) for $T_0 = 100$ K. The temperatures on the 100 and 263 K ice Hugoniots cross above the 293 K liquid water Hugoniot (equation (21)) at 11.4 GPa (848 K) and 20.2 GPa (1350 K), respectively. The cross-over pressures are sensitive to the exact formulation of the Hugoniots, which are steep in this pressure range and can vary by as much as 2 GPa. The Woolfolk et al. [1973] formulation (equation (18)) provides a better fit to the liquid water shock data between 0 and 50 GPa than a linear or quadratic function between shock velocity and particle velocity.

The shock temperatures on the 100 and 263 K ice Hugoniots are summarized in Table 7. The estimated errors on the calculated shock temperatures, away from the phase boundaries, are a few 10’s K below about 10 GPa. Extrapolations to high pressures, using a constant heat capacity of liquid water, should be used with caution. Previous studies have used the liquid water Hugoniot as a reference to derive solid (nonporous) and porous ice Hugoniots and calculate ice shock temperatures [e.g., Bakanova et al., 1976; Ahrens and O’Keefe, 1985]. On the solid ice Hugoniot, liquid water is a robust reference at pressures where the shock state is pure liquid, and derivation of thermodynamic properties of liquid water from the solid ice Hugoniot [e.g., Bakanova et al., 1976] is only valid above about 10 GPa.

3.6. Entropy on the Hugoniot

The 100 and 263 K ice Hugoniots are shown in the pressure-entropy ($P - S$) plane, as solid and dashed lines in Figure 11, respectively, with a partial phase diagram of H$_2$O. The zero-pressure entropy of ice Ih is 884 and 2197 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ at 100 and 263 K, respectively, calculated from $c_{p,\text{H}}$ (equation (12)) and the zero point entropy of ice Ih (189.2 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$) [Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999]. The critical entropies for incipient (IM) and complete (CM) melting at the triple point pressure are 2290 and 3510 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ [Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999]. The gray region in Figure 11 denotes the entropy difference between the solid phases of ice and liquid water. The phase boundaries are constructed from latent
heat and volume change measurements (Bridgman’s data compiled by Dorsey [1940]) and the $P/C_0-V/C_0$ equations of state for ices VI and VII (derived in sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2). Note that the entropy change between ice VII and liquid water is extrapolated above about 3 GPa, shown with dotted lines on the phase boundary.

On both the 100 and 263 K Hugoniots, the elastic and ice Ih deformation shocks are approximately isentropic, on the basis of the agreement with the extended isothermal compression curves. Although there may be partial melting in the ice Ih region along the 263 K Hugoniot, the initial entropy indicates that the shocked state will remain primarily a solid phase, 263 K elastic and ice Ih deformational shocks ($P < 0.6$ GPa) enter the liquid phase boundary (shaded region, Figure 11) with ices Ih, III, and V. We infer that the solid phase in this region is ice Ih by the density of the shocked state, which follows the extended ice Ih isotherm (Figure 8). Hence the measured density does not indicate any (partial) transformation to the denser ices III or V, and the temperatures in the ice Ih region of the Hugoniot do not follow the equilibrium phase boundary. On the 100 K Hugoniot, the close agreement between the steady ice Ih deformation shock states and the 100 K isotherm (Figure 8) indicates that the entropy increase in the deformational shocks is not large enough to initiate melting of ice Ih. On the sub-microsecond time scales of the shock compression experiments, the ice Ih structure is driven far outside of its thermodynamic stability field.

At pressures above the ice Ih region, the entropy in the shock state, $S_H(V)$, is calculated from the reference isentrope plus a term for the temperature difference between the isentrope and the Hugoniot at volume, $V$, where [e.g., Zel dovich and Rater, 2002]

$$S_H(V) = S_{S,1} + \int_{T_S(P)}^{T_H(P)} c_p \, dT.$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

The entropy is calculated separately in each Hugoniot region using the heat capacity, $c_p$, and reference isentrope of the shocked state. The reference isentrope is defined at the base pressure, $P_{S,1}$, and temperature $T_{S,1}$, given in Table 5.

When the temperature at the base of the Hugoniot segment is less than the melting curve, the reference entropy, $S_{S,1}$, is calculated by integrating the heat capacity of the high-pressure phase, $c_p$, from the temperature on the liquid water phase boundary, $T_H$, to the temperature at the reference point, $T_{S,1}$, at $P_{S,1}$, such that

$$S_{S,1} = S_b + \int_{T_S}^{T_H} c_p \, dT,$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $S_b$ is the entropy of the solid on the phase boundary. In the cases where the calculated shock temperature, $T_{H,calc}$ (equation (8b)), is larger than the temperature on the melting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_0$, K</th>
<th>Hugoniot Region</th>
<th>Pressure $P_{H,}$ GPa</th>
<th>Temperature $^a$ $T_H$, K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2 – Ih</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3 – VI (A)</td>
<td>1.2 – 2.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3 – VI (B)</td>
<td>1.2 – 2.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4 – VII</td>
<td>2.2 – 5.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5 – VII-L</td>
<td>5.5 – 9.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5 – L</td>
<td>9.2 – 50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>2 – Ih</td>
<td>0 – 0.6</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>3 – VI</td>
<td>0.6 – 2.2</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>4 – VII</td>
<td>2.2 – 5.0</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>5 – VII-L</td>
<td>5.0 – 6.7</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>5 – L</td>
<td>6.7 – 50</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$P_0$ in GPa.

Figure 11. The 100 K and 263 K ice Hugoniots and partial pressure-entropy $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ phase diagram (revised from Stewart and Ahrens [2003]). IM and CM denote critical entropies for incipient and complete melting upon release to ambient pressure. Two loci (A and B) are shown on the 100 K Hugoniot.

Table 7. Shock Temperature Fits on the 100 and 263 K Ice Hugoniots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_0$, K</th>
<th>Hugoniot Region</th>
<th>Pressure $P_{H,}$ GPa</th>
<th>Temperature $^a$ $T_H$, K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2 – Ih</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3 – VI (A)</td>
<td>1.2 – 2.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3 – VI (B)</td>
<td>1.2 – 2.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4 – VII</td>
<td>2.2 – 5.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5 – VII-L</td>
<td>5.5 – 9.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5 – L</td>
<td>9.2 – 50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>2 – Ih</td>
<td>0 – 0.6</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>3 – VI</td>
<td>0.6 – 2.2</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>4 – VII</td>
<td>2.2 – 5.0</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>5 – VII-L</td>
<td>5.0 – 6.7</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>5 – L</td>
<td>6.7 – 50</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
curve, \( T_{S,1} \) equals \( T_{b} \) at \( P_{S,1} \), and the reference entropy includes partial melting to liquid water, where

\[
S_{S,1} = S_{b} + \int_{T_{b}}^{T_{S,1}} \frac{C_{p}}{T} dT.
\]  

(24)

The temperature on the isentrope, \( T_{s}(V) \), is calculated from equation (10).

[63] In Figure 11, the entropy on the 263 K ice Hugoniot follows the phase boundary with liquid water in the ice VI and ice VII regions. The 100 K ice Hugoniot intersects the entropy on the phase boundary around 4.5 GPa. The discrepancy between the intersection of the Hugoniot with the melting curve derived from temperature (5.5 GPa) and entropy (4.5 GPa) are due to the large uncertainty in the extrapolated entropy change on the ice VII melting curve. The values derived from the shock temperature are more robust. Similarly, the 263 K ice Hugoniot enters the liquid water stability field at a higher pressure on the \( P - S \) diagram (7.7 GPa) than on the \( P - T \) diagram (6.7 GPa), and the temperature-derived value is recommended. On both Hugoniots, the entropy in region 5 is derived in two segments, using an ice VII reference isentrope along the phase boundary and a liquid water isentrope in the liquid stability field. The entropy on the two segments intersect at the pressure where the Hugoniots cross into the liquid water stability field, as derived from the shock temperatures, providing a consistency check between the different reference isentropes.

[64] The dotted region on the Hugoniots between 5 and 6.7 GPa corresponds to the transition to region 5 on the Hugoniot, when the elastic precursor is overdriven. On both Hugoniots, the discontinuity at the top of the ice VI region reflects the change from an ice VI to an ice VII reference isentrope. Due to the intermediate ice Ih shock, the temperatures and entropy along the ice VI region of the 100 K Hugoniot rapidly approach the melting curve.

[65] The shock pressures required for melting upon release are derived using the entropy method. Assuming isentropic release from the shock state, the points where the Hugoniot cross the entropies for incipient (IM) and complete (CM) melting of ice at ambient pressure define the critical shock pressures for melting.

[66] Along the 263 K Hugoniot, the entropy is larger than the critical value for incipient melting (vertical dotted line labeled IM in Figure 11) at pressures greater than about 0.6(±0.05) GPa. Therefore shocks to the ice VI region on the Hugoniot will partially melt upon release to 1 bar pressure. The critical pressure for IM is coincident with the onset of shock-induced transformation to ice VI and the ice VI phase boundary at 0.632 GPa; hence the critical pressure is sensitive to the exact onset of the phase transformation on the Hugoniot. The quoted error of ±0.05 GPa is derived from two experiments from Larson et al. [1973], showing no phase transformation at 0.48 GPa and the ice VI transformation at 0.69 GPa.

[67] The entropy along the ice VII region of the 263 K Hugoniot is larger than the critical entropy for complete melting (CM) above 2.5 (±0.1) GPa. The critical pressure is sensitive to the specific heat capacity of ice VII, which is constrained near the phase boundary by Fei et al. [1993]. A 25% error in the heat capacity leads to less than 0.1 GPa error in the critical pressure.

[68] In the ice VI region on the 100 K Hugoniot, the entropy for incipient melting is reached above 1.7 GPa following locus B, where the intermediate ice Ih shock has an amplitude of 0.86 GPa. Along locus A, where the ice Ih shock travels through the cusp at 1.16 GPa, incipient melting is reached at 1.4 GPa. Changing the heat capacity of ice VI by 10% changes the critical pressure by 0.2 to 0.3 GPa. Because the variable amplitude of the intermediate ice Ih shock contributes to the entropy in the ice VI region, we recommend an average critical pressure of 1.6 ± 0.3 GPa.

[69] On the 100 K ice Hugoniot will melt completely upon release from shock pressures above 4.1 ± 0.3 GPa. A 25% error in the heat capacity induces a 0.3 GPa error in the critical pressure. The implications of the new critical pressures for shock-induced melting are discussed in section 4.

[70] The entropy of incipient and complete vaporization at 1 bar are 4817 and 10864 J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\), respectively [Wagner and Pruss, 2002]. The critical pressure (and shock temperature) for incipient vaporization upon release are 9.0 ± 0.7 GPa (600 ± 70 K) and 7.0 ± 0.2 GPa (570 ± 70 K) on the 100 and 262 K ice Hugoniots, respectively, for \( c_{v,\text{liquid}} = 3420 \text{ J kg}^{-1}\text{ K}^{-1} \). Assuming \( c_{v,\text{liquid}} = 2500 \text{ J kg}^{-1}\text{ K}^{-1} \) (at high temperatures, e.g., Wagner and Pruss, 2002), the critical pressures increase by 0.2 GPa. The present methods for calculating shock temperature and entropy do not capture the complexity of supercritical water; hence extrapolations to high pressures should be used with caution. For example, with \( c_{v,\text{liquid}} = 3420 \text{ J kg}^{-1}\text{ K}^{-1} \), the critical pressure (and shock temperature) for complete vaporization upon release are 55 GPa (4300 K) and 53 GPa (4250 K) on the 100 and 262 K ice Hugoniots, respectively. Assuming \( c_{v,\text{liquid}} = 2500 \text{ J kg}^{-1}\text{ K}^{-1} \), the critical pressures increase by about 30 GPa and 5200 K.

3.7. Transformation Shocks

3.7.1. Ice VI

[71] The shock-induced phase transformation to ice VI has been previously identified by Gaffney and Ahrens [1980] and Larson [1984] from the large volume compression on the Hugoniot, >40%, at pressures above 0.6 GPa. On the 263 K Hugoniot, the transition to the ice VI region is clearly associated with the equilibrium phase boundary at 0.632 GPa (Figures 9 and 11).

[72] An unusual feature of the \( T_{b} = 100 \text{ K Hugoniot} \) is that its volume is not single valued over the pressure range 0.6–1.2 GPa, corresponding to the regions of ice Ih deformation shocks and ice VI transformation shocks. The degenerate Hugoniot region is illustrated by the two loci of shock states, labeled A and B in Figure 5.

[73] The A locus corresponds to peak shock states above 1.16 GPa that pass through the ice Ih shock cusp. The locus of shock states labeled B in Figure 5 is based on one experiment (1046, denoted by (★)), with a peak shock stress of 1.03 GPa and intermediate ice Ih shock amplitude of 0.86 GPa. Locus B is representative of final shock stresses between 0.6 and 1.16 GPa, where ice VI forms on the low-temperature Hugoniot with an intermediate ice Ih shock. We suggest that the amplitude of the ice Ih
shock will scale with the final shock stress up to the observed 1.16 GPa limit.

[74] The shock data are shown with ice VI isotherms and the ice VI-liquid water phase boundary in Figure 12. Triple points [cf. Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999], VI-V-L and VII-VI-L, are horizontal lines in the $P - V$ plane where the $\bullet$ denotes the volume for each phase. The ice II and VIII phase boundaries are not shown. The volume differences at the ice VI-liquid water phase boundary and triple points are from Dorsey [1940].

[75] Isotherms are constructed using the formulation presented in Fei et al. [1993] and Frank et al. [2004], from a reference isotherm, $T_{\text{ref}}$, and model for the volume thermal expansion coefficient, $\alpha$. An isotherm at $T$ is given by

$$V(P, T) = V(P, T_{\text{ref}}) \left[ \exp \left( \int_{T_{\text{ref}}}^{T} \alpha(P, T) dT \right) \right]_P.$$ (25)

We use the experimental 230 K isotherm for ice VI as the reference (Table 4). The linear thermal expansion coefficient is nearly constant at $10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$ between 140–200 K, on the basis of measurements at 1.054 GPa between 0–200 K by Mishima et al. [1979]. Without measurements at different pressures, we estimate $\alpha$ for ice VI with the same formulation as Frank et al. [2004] for ice VII:

$$\alpha(P, T) = \alpha_0(T) \left( 1 + \frac{K_{T0}}{T0} P \right)^{-\eta},$$ (26a)

$$\alpha_0(T) = a_0 + a_1 T.$$ (26b)

$\alpha_0(T)$ is the zero-pressure thermal expansion coefficient. The constants derived by Frank et al. [2004] for ice VII agree well with the limited ice VI data and the phase boundary volumes are consistent with measurements of Dorsey [1940]. The thermal expansion values used for both ice VI and VII are $a_0 = -4.2 \times 10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$, $a_1 = 15.6 \times 10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$, and $\eta = 1.1$.

[76] In Figure 12, the shock measurements with $T_0 = 263$ K ($\bullet$) do not fall in the ice VI stability field, but lie within the ice VI-liquid water phase boundary, indicating incomplete transformation to ice VI on the Hugoniot (dashed line). Larson [1984] inferred pure ice VI in this region of the Hugoniot by comparison to the 263 K isotherm (see his Figure 8). However, the temperature, entropy and volume along the Hugoniot indicate that this region is a mixture of ice VI and liquid water.

[77] The volumes of the $T_0 = 100$ K data lie within the ice VI field ($\star$, Figure 12), indicating pure ice VI in the shock state. There is a slight disagreement between the $P - V$ isotherms and the calculated shock temperatures, which may be due to the uncertainties in the equation of state of ice VI. The 100 K Hugoniot (solid lines A and B in Figure 12) crosses the ice VI isotherms with negative $dT/dP$, suggesting that, at pressures just above the intermediate ice Ih shock, there is incomplete transformation to ice VI. The appearance of negative $dT/dP$ along a single shock locus is an artifact of the multi-valued nature of this region on the Hugoniot, and both entropy and temperature increase with increasing shock pressure.

3.7.2. Ice VII

[78] The shock data between 2.2 and 20 GPa are shown together with ice VII isotherms and the ice VII-liquid water phase boundary in Figure 13. The ice VIII phase boundaries are not shown, and ice VII isotherms have been extrapolated out of the equilibrium field to lower temperatures. Note the 298 K liquid water Hugoniot approaches the ice VII-liquid water phase boundary.
well defined in our region of interest by Frank et al. [2004]. We use the reference isotherm at $T_{ref}$ volumes indicate that the Hugoniot contains a mixture of ice VII and liquid water is inferred from the temperatures nearly pure ice VII. On the 263 K Hugoniot, a mixture of liquid water in the shock states. With increasing pressure successively lower isotherms with increasing shock pressure, indicating different mixed assemblages of ice VII and liquid water. In this region, the offset between this region, both the 100 K and 263 K Hugoniots cross lie in or near the ice VII and liquid water phase boundary. In this region, the offset between $T_0 = 100$ and 263 K is dominated by the difference in initial volume.

**3.8. Release From Shock States**

Shocked materials, that either retain or lose strength, are released to ambient pressure by a spreading rarefaction wave propagating with a maximum velocity corresponding to the isentropic longitudinal or bulk sound velocity in the shocked state. The release wave velocity constrains the rheology of the shocked state, and the release path prescribes the reversible energy of the shock state.

Shock loading and release paths in ice are displayed with the shock Hugoniot in Figure 15, where data from this work and previous studies have been combined. In Figure 15, the major regions along the Hugoniot (thick lines) are not connected (as in Figure 5) for clarity, the initial states are denoted by filled black circles, and the other symbols correspond to the source data and indicate the peak shock state. Release isentropes fall into three regimes: A. Shocks to the ice Ih region follow stress-volume release paths below the Hugoniot, indicating possible elastic-plastic behavior. Note that the shock wave decayed slightly between gauges in the three lowest pressure experiments, and the peak stress state lies well below the Hugoniot. B. After shock transformation to ice VI or VII (0.6–5.5 GPa), ice unloads along the Hugoniot, following paths that appear to be a mixture of liquid water and ice VI or VII. This is also the pressure range for shock-induced melting upon release. C. Release paths after shock transformation to liquid water (>6 GPa) lie above the Hugoniot.

**Release path information has been obtained using three methods, which are denoted graphically in Figure 15:**

1. Two or more embedded stress or particle velocity gauges were derived from Lagrangian analysis and reproduced as curves with no terminal arrows in Figure 15. The experimental geometries of release wave measurements from different studies are described in the auxiliary material.

2. Release wave arrival times (this work) define the sound speed $c_s$ on the Hugoniot. The initial slope of the isentropic release path off the Hugoniot is

$$c_s = V \sqrt{-\frac{dP}{dV}}_s,$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

**Figure 14.** Liquid water region on ice Hugoniot (>6 GPa) and ice VII isotherms. Hugoniot states are pure liquid above 7.7 and 10.1 GPa for $T_0 = 263$ and 100 K, respectively. All shock data obtained from $T_0 = 263$ K.
where \( V \) is specific volume and fluid rheology during release is assumed [cf. McQueen, 1991]. The release wave arrives from the sample free surface (geometry A, Figure S1), and the initial slope of the release isentropes are indicated with \( V \)-shaped arrowheads at the terminus of the unloading path in Figure 15.

(3) The particle velocity is measured at a known pressure on the release path and the release volume is derived using the Riemann integral [cf. Ahrens et al., 1969] assuming a straight line path in the \( P-V \) plane between the volume on the Hugoniot, \( V_H \), and the volume on the release path, \( V_R \):

\[
V_R = V_H + \int_{u_p,s}^{u_p,a} \left( \frac{dP}{dS} \right)_S \, dp.
\] (28)

These intermediate and final release states are indicated by solid gray arrowheads in Figure 15 [Anderson, 1968; this work]. Note that the volume derived from this method, when the unloading path is approximated via a straight line in the \( P-V \) plane, provides only a lower bound to the true volume in the fully unloaded state [Lyzenga and Ahrens, 1978]. However, the inferred volume can be useful for deriving the trend in the release path (below, along, or above the Hugoniot).

**Figure 15.** Shock loading and release paths shown with ice Hugoniot (thick lines). No error bars shown. (a) Release paths from ice I\( h \) region lie below Hugoniot, indicating residual strength during release. Open star data points are partially released. (b) Release paths from ice VI and VII regions follow Hugoniot, indicating unloading in the high-pressure phase. (c) Release paths from liquid water region lie above Hugoniot, indicating release as pure liquid water.

**Figure 16.** Release wave velocities versus pressure on ice Hugoniot. (a) Release velocity data with ice I\( h \) longitudinal (\( c_l \), black lines) and bulk (\( c_b \), gray lines) sound velocities for \( dK_T/dP = 3.0 \) (Table 4), solid lines, and \( dK_T/dP = 5.5 \) [Shaw, 1986], dotted lines. Open star data points are partially released. (b) Release velocity data and sound velocities in ice VI [Gagnon et al., 1990; Shaw, 1986; Tulk et al., 1997], ice VII [Fei et al., 1993], and along the liquid water Hugoniot. No error bars shown. (c) Release wave velocity data in liquid region on ice Hugoniot (\( \square \) [Anderson, 1968] with calculated sound speed (solid line, see text) and release velocity data (+ [Al’ishuler et al., 1960] and \( \times \) [Bakanova et al., 1976]) along 293 K liquid water Hugoniot.
The measured or derived sound velocities on the Hugoniot are given in Figure 16. The sound velocity in the ice Ih region is compared to the longitudinal \((c_l)\) and bulk \((c_b)\) sound speeds along 100 K isotherms in Figure 16a. The \(T_0 = 100\) K release wave arrivals are very close to those expected for a longitudinal wave velocity [Shaw, 1986]; hence shocked ice retains strength along the Hugoniot, up to the ice Ih shock cusp at 1.16 GPa when the sound speed drops. We do not show the release wave profile published by Larson [1984] because a steady shock wave did not develop in that experiment with a peak shock pressure of about 0.5 GPa.

In the ice VI and VII regions of the 263 K Hugoniot (Figure 16b), the velocities of release waves propagating through the mixed solid-liquid regions are highly scattered. Larson data at 1.3 and 1.6 GPa indicates release at longitudinal and bulk velocities in the ice VI region, whereas Gaffney and Smith’s datum and Larson’s data in the ice VII region lie well below \(c_b\), near the values for pure water. The \(T_0 = 263\) K data should be a mixture of liquid and ice VI or ice VII, reducing the sound speeds below the \(c_b\) of ice VI and VII.

The release paths in the ice VI and VII regions (Figure 15) are consistent with the mixed phase, constant mass fraction of phases release model. In this model, the mixed phases in the shocked material remain a constant mixture assemblage over most of the release path, reversion to equilibrium phases near ambient pressure [cf. Sekine et al., 1995]. Notably, Larson [1984] reports release paths from 0.6 to 3.56 GPa to zero pressure which are consistent with initial unloading of a high-pressure phase.

Above 6 GPa, liquid water forms on the ice Hugoniot, and the release paths, which lie above the Hugoniot, are consistent with release in the liquid state (Figure 16c). The inferred sound velocity data agree well with measurements of the sound velocity along the liquid water Hugoniot [Bakanova et al., 1976; Al’shuler et al., 1960] and the sound speed derived from the water Hugoniot. The sound speed on the water Hugoniot is given by equation (27), where

\[
\frac{\partial P}{\partial T}_s = \left[ 1 - \frac{\gamma V_0 - V}{2} \right] \frac{\partial P_H}{\partial T} + \frac{\gamma P_0 - P_H}{2},
\]

\(P_H\) and \(V\) are the pressure and volume along the Hugoniot (equation (18)), and \(\gamma\) is the liquid water Mic-Grüneisen parameter (equation (19)) (equation (29) is corrected equation (2.73) from McQueen [1991]).

4. Discussion
4.1. Impact-Induced Melting on Icy Planetary Surfaces

Unlike anhydrous silicates, where shock-induced melting occurs upon release from shock pressures of 10’s–100’s GPa [cf. Ahrens and O’Keefe, 1972; Pierazzo et al., 1997], shock-induced melting of ice begins at extremely low pressures, at only a few GPa. Shock-induced melting and metamorphism during impact cratering events are important surface modification processes in the solar system.

New criteria for shock-induced melting of ice are derived from the present shock data and the entropy of melting under ambient pressure (revised from Stewart and Ahrens [2003]). The release paths and velocities indicate that ice unloads approximately isentropically after shock compression. Thus the shock pressure required for melting upon release may be determined from examination of the Hugoniots in the \(P - S\) phase diagram (Figure 11). The revised shock pressures required to induce incipient melting upon release are 0.6 ± 0.05 and 1.6 ± 0.3 GPa on the 263 and 100 K ice Hugoniots, respectively. The shock pressures required for complete melting upon release are 2.5 ± 0.1 and 4.1 ± 0.3 GPa, respectively.

Previous estimates of the critical pressures for melting have been 2–10 times higher. Kieffer and Simonds [1980] derived critical values of 3 GPa for incipient melting and 10 GPa for complete melting under terrestrial conditions, on the basis of sparse H2O shock data. Ahrens and O’Keefe [1985] report 7.6 and 10.8 GPa for IM and CM, respectively, at 70 K and 1 bar, and 6.2 and 9.6 GPa, at 263 K and 1 bar. The theoretical estimates at 263 K [Pierazzo et al., 1997], derived from a simplified equation of state that does not include solid-solid phase transformations, are consistent with the 263 K critical pressures we report here.

The new criteria for shock-induced melting of water ice have broad application in the solar system. Widespread melting during impact crater formation will soften crater morphologies [Turtle and Pierazzo, 2001] and incorporate liquid water into ejecta blankets [Stewart, 2002]. Stewart et al. [2001, 2004] conducted simulations of impact cratering onto ice-silicate mixtures that demonstrate fluidization of ejecta blankets, related to distal scarp structures called ramparts. Rampart crater morphologies, found in great abundance on Mars [Carr et al., 1977], are also seen on the icy surfaces of Europa [Moore et al., 1998; Turtle and Pierazzo, 2001] and Ganymede [Horne and Greeley, 1982]. The new H2O Hugoniot shows that the pressures required for shock-induced melting during impact cratering upon the cold icy satellites of the outer solar system are even lower than previously assumed.

These results also have implications for collisional processing of cometsimals before ejection into the Oort cloud [Stern and Weissman, 2001] (mutual impact velocities of 100’s m s\(^{-1}\)) and within the Kuiper belt [Durda and Stern, 2000] (present mutual collisions at ~1000 m s\(^{-1}\)). Although collisions between pure ice at crystal density would not suffer shock-induced melting at these velocities, cometary objects, expected to be mixtures of ice, organic, and silicate materials with 30–80% porosity will readily undergo partial melting. We conclude that shock-induced melting of ice should be widespread in planetary impact processes and mutual collisions between icy cometsimals.

4.2. Formation of Metastable High-Pressure Ice Polymorphs From Impact Events

Our analysis of the solid ice Hugoniot motivates a critical re-examination of the hypothesis by Gaffney and Matson [1980] that high-pressure ice polymorphs created by shock-processes may remain metastable under release. The 100 K Hugoniot is an appropriate reference for shock-induced phase changes from impact events in the icy outer solar system. We have shown that shocks to pressures below about 1 GPa along the 100 K Hugoniot are approximately isentropic and the temperature increase from the shock is
small (10’s K, Figure 9). Hence ice VI may remain metastable after a shock under conditions limited to initial temperatures \( \leq 100 \) K and shock pressures of about 1 GPa. Shock-induced formation of ice VI will not occur in great abundance during hypervelocity impacts upon icy planetary surfaces. It is probable that nonporous ice in the cold outer solar system, subject to shocks with amplitudes just above 1 GPa may form ice VI, which could remain metastable upon release. Ice II is probably not formed during impact events because the amplitude of ice Ih deformation shocks exceed the ice II stability field (Figure 7).

For shocks above 2 GPa, on the other hand, the increase in entropy, and corresponding increase in temperature, is probably too large for ice VII to be recovered under ambient conditions. Under shocks greater than about 4 GPa, ice will completely melt upon release and slowly freeze and sublimate from conductive and radiative processes.

At the lowest temperatures in the outer solar system, e.g., at Pluto and the Kuiper Belt, other phases of ice may be important in shock processes, e.g., the amorphous phases. These should be examined in future studies with temperatures below 100 K. We note that the increase in entropy from shock compression of porous ice will be larger than solid ice because of the larger initial volume.

5. Conclusions

1. We have conducted an experimental investigation of the \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) ice Hugoniot at initial temperatures of 100 K, for application to the outer solar system. Analysis of the combined data, from this study and previous work at 263 K, shows that shock-induced phase transformations to ice VI and VII are the dominant features along the Hugoniot at pressures below 6 GPa, which results in the generation of multiple-wave shock fronts. Along the 100 and 263 K Hugoniots, the shock state is a mixture of solid and liquid at 5.5 and 0.6 GPa and fully liquid at pressures above 9.1 and 6.7 GPa, respectively.

2. We have identified five regions on the ice Hugoniot: (1) elastic shocks, (2) ice Ih deformation shocks, transformation shocks to (3) ice VI, (4) ice VII, and (5) liquid water. In each region, data obtained at different initial temperatures are described by a single \( \text{US} - \Delta \text{H}_p \) shock equation of state. Use of \( \Delta \text{H}_p \) explicitly accounts for the temperature-dependent response of elastic and ice Ih deformation shocks.

3. The dynamic strength of ice Ih is strongly dependent on temperature. The Hugoniot Elastic Limit varies from 0.05 to 0.62 GPa, as a function of both temperature and peak shock stress.

4. Ice Ih deformation shocks do not propagate as steady shock waves except at low temperatures as an intermediate shock wave in a three-wave shock front, consisting of the elastic precursor, ice Ih deformation shock, and transformation shock to ice VI. Under temperate conditions, or when subject to peak stress less than 0.6 GPa, the ice Ih shock decays as it propagates. Along the ice Ih region of the Hugoniot, a cusp at 1.16 GPa defines the maximum stress attainable by an ice Ih deformation shock.

5. We calculate the temperature and entropy along the 100 and 263 K Hugoniots and derive the critical pressures for shock-induced incipient (IM) and complete (CM) melting upon release. At 100 K, the critical pressures are about 1.6 and 4.1 GPa for IM and CM, respectively. At 263 K, the critical pressures, 0.6 and 2.5 GPa for IM and CM, are 2–10 times lower than inferred in previous work.

6. Shock-induced ice VI may remain metastable upon release from shock pressures of about 1 GPa and below about 100 K, where the low ambient temperatures inhibit the reverse transformation to ice Ih. The increase in entropy and temperature upon shock transformation to ice VII prevents recovery of the high-pressure phase upon release. Thus shock-induced formation of high-pressure solid ice polymorphs should be relatively rare. Shock-induced melting of ice, however, will be widespread in impact events.
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